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Revolutionize hiring with
AI-powered video interviewing 

platform

Attract candidates Interviewing & Assessments Automate & Hire

Careers pages & invitations

Attract talent and boost 
applications with careers pages. 
Create beautiful job posts.

One-way video interviews 
& Testing
Get answers to your questions on video, 
anywhere, anytime.

Make the best hire with the 
team and AI Assistant
Collaborate with colleagues, automate 
processes, evaluate, hire faster.

Project Overview



Problem / Solution

Save time and money
Reduce Cost of Hires. Faster Hiring.

Virtual video interviewing, candidate pipelines and AI-
assessments save time, money, and efforts on recruiting

Recruiting is an expensive process that takes a lot of time and efforts

AI



Problem / Solution

Hire remotely

On-demand video interviews, live video interviews, and 
candidate testing solutions make recruiting online

With remote work opportunities exploding in number and scope, companies looking to widen 
their talent pool are facing challenges of a remote hiring process.



Problem / Solution

Quality Hires
Hiring Managers should look beyond the CV to avoid missing out on top talent!

Virtual video interviews help to see real people beyond 
resumes. Our remote-friendly process attracts global 
talent and speeds up identifying top candidates.



Problem / Solution

Attract talent and boost applications

Functional careers page builder and application form 
builder allow attracting the right candidates and boost 
applications

Attract talent and boost applications with careers pages that put your brand and jobs in the 
spotlight.



Problem / Solution

Using data-driven recruitment

Integrations, API, analytics and reports make recruiting 
data-driven and integrated

Collecting and processing data in classic recruitment usually can be a hassle

1. Nocode Integrations with 
more than 3,000 apps via 
Zapier

2. Open well documented 
API to custom integrations

3. Data export



Problem / Solution

Recruiting fairly

Structured interviews, evaluation system, and plagiarism 
checker make recruiting fairly

Many companies struggle to attract and hire diverse candidates and unconscious biases are 
often the reason. 

1. What type of management style best 
supports the way you work?

Rate

02:45

2. Main Principles of Scrum Methodology?

02:45

Question 1

Why do you want to work at this company? Rate

02:45

00:14 / 02:45

AI 6.5

AI 6.5

5All 3Good 2Mid 0Bad

Plagiarism: 78% (14 sources)



Problem / Solution

Creating an efficient recruiting process

Collaboration recruiting tools, applicant tracking system, 
templates, and virtual recruiter, make recruiting process 
efficient and reduce time to hire

Hiring teams need to communicate fast, evaluate candidates easily and know what’s going on 
every step of the way

AI



Process / Functionality

Multilanguage platform
You can use our platform to attract candidates all over the world on any 
language. Interface of admin area available in English, Spanish, Russian 
and Italian languages.

coming soon:

Available on any device
Web version of HRBLADE available on any device:
Mac, Win, Phones, Tablets

Mobile application available on the AppStore and Google Play
Chrome Extension available in the Chrome Web Store.
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info@hrblade.com

https://hrblade.com

Upgrade hiring process
with HRBLADE


